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The position of print
The situation of newspapers worldwide

Trends in production

Newspapers are growing in digital and mobile channels but
they are still strong in print as well. According to the data of
the latest edition of our World Press Trends, more than half
the world’s adult population read a newspaper: more than 2.5
billion in print and more than 600 million in digital form. The
challenge for publishers is to develop their digital business
while at the same time not neglect the print business. The
printed newspaper continues to be not just the brand bearer,
but also the economic backbone of the media company.

Automation, cutting costs and creating new revenues continue to be the most important current trends in newspaper
production, though increasingly also the modernisation of existing production equipment in order to postpone investments
in new equipment. Digital printing is taking the first steps to
get away from its “small print job” niche towards being used
for short print runs to produce local editions. And many newspapers are pinning their hopes on innovation in advertising.

Print circulation is dropping in the developed and saturated
media markets. Considering the mass of new media that entered the market in the recent 10 years, it is more a surprise
that newspapers still have a big market share. The competition for customers’ media consumption time became very
fierce. To stay competitive with the print product, each newspaper company should identify the strengths of print in comparison with other publishing channels and platforms. Then
they should use and explore the specific strengths of print for
their specific business situation.
When you analyse it you will find out that print – despite
other media – can address all five human senses: sight (with
the help of colour), smell (with scented inks), hearing (with
“speaking” ads), taste (with “edible ads”) and touch (with
special paper qualities). We know that all senses are relevant
to the degree of between 25 percent and 58 percent for the
buying decision of customers. Print can create a holistic experience for the reader and user.
We also know from research projects that readers consider advertising in the newspaper to be credible and informative, and
not irritating as is frequently the case in other media. And we
know that newspaper advertising works especially well in supporting the purchasing decision of the customer. That’s why
weekend editions are so successful. In view of these findings,
it is very unfortunate that some advertising agencies and ad
brokers do not pay enough attention to the importance of the
media mix. Without newspaper ads you tend to waste money
because your ad campaign will not have the optimal result.
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It is also evident that environmental awareness is growing.
Green publishing will not only be a challenge but also a great
opportunity for publishers and newspaper printers. Why? First
of all because it forces them to look at their processes and
eliminate the energy-eating leaks and procedures. This is positive because it will be good for the environment, but also for
the cost situation. Energy is one of the most expensive factors
in production and the price for energy will not decrease in future. Secondly: you can offer green products to your customers. This is a new benefit newspapers did not offer in the past.
In the future they will be able to offer a full-page full-colour
ad that is fully carbon neutral. This will be of interest for some
advertisers who want to prove their sustainability in advertising their biological or eco-friendly products. We like to say: go
green and grow green. It is a challenge but it is a growth opportunity as well.
Many of today’s technology and industry trends are heavily reflected in WAN-IFRA’s events, besides other contents, therefore we have incorporated several excerpts from our reports
about the Printing Summit 2012, the Power of Print Focus
Sessions and the World Publishing Expo 2012 into this trend
report. And since 2012 was a drupa year, we have included
our comprehensive report from the mammoth printing exhibition, focusing on innovations for the newspaper sector.
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Digital Printing

Digital printing:
New impulses for the newspaper
Whether or not digital
printing has a future in
the newspaper business
depends not just on the
technology concerned. Nor
is it a matter of using new
technology to carry out
established tasks;rather
it is a case of developing
strategies to allow optimal
utilisation of its specific advantages.
Of course no one can predict future developments in detail – be they of an economic,
industry-specific or technical nature – but
there are some indications today that digital
printing will still be assured of its place
therein, especially the ink-jet process.

Data variability:
potential and challenge

The dream of the
personalised newspaper

It is the outstanding property of digital printing, i.e. the ability to exchange data as required and print it in the desired sequence
in different newspapers, that endows it with
its greatest potential for the future. To produce a newspaper for a city district or a
street (hyperlocal), taking into account demographic or even personal-related criteria
– both as regards editorial content and advertising – only digital printing can do it.
But can the producer afford it?

The technical possibilities are available to
compile and produce a newspaper based on
the unique user profile of the individual
reader, and therefore the opportunity to realise a dream: that of the personalised
newspaper.

A potentially major problem here could be
the acquisition and management of customer data (in part of a sensitive nature).
“Content management of the aggregate
news and advertising becomes the publisher’s friend and foe,” says Rodd Winscott of
Newsweb, a US printing company that plans
to use a digital press to print newspapers in
the near future (see page 8).

As things stand today, there is little that can
be said to counter this argument.

A Kodak VL 4200 with Hunkeler inline finishing is in use at the plant of
RotOcéan, on the French island La Réunion.
© 2013, WAN-IFRA

“That may well be,“ critical voices will say,
“but various attempts to establish a personalised newspaper on the market have
failed!“

Likewise, the results so far of a market trial
that is being conducted by Schweizer Post
(the Swiss postal service) with a personal
newspaper called MyNewspaper (the project
is already the second with a similar concept)
are sobering. “A first interim result at the

The market trial of the personal newspaper, MyNewspaper, conducted by
the Swiss postal service ended in
November 2012.
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”

We have various
potential European sites under
review and expect
to make further
announcements in
the coming weeks.
Malcolm Miller,
Miller Newsprint

end of April showed that the number of
subscriptions is far below the expectations
of the postal service,“ said Oliver Flüeler,
Head of the Media Division of the Swiss
Post. He did not mention the number of
subscribers.

The results of a reader survey led the provider of the combined offering of print and
e-paper edition to conclude that “the priceperformance ratio of MyNewspaper must
be generally regarded as critical.” The postal
service reacted (mid-July) by adjusting both
offering and price. A decision on whether to
continue this as a regular product will be
taken when the pilot project has been completed and a thorough analysis carried out.
[See the interview with Oliver Flüeler for details of the project on our website; enter
15529 into the search field].
The hope that personalised news would
make the printed paper so valuable that the
reader would be prepared to pay a relatively
high subscription fee has been shown to be
wishful thinking. The personalised newspaper, niiu, experienced a similar fate: it was
closed down (provisionally) at the beginning
of 2011 after a difficult year and a few
months: too few subscribers to establish a
sustainable business model. “Shortcomings
in the workflow and in distribution“ were
given as reasons. At the beginning of October 2012, niiu announced the revival of the
product as an iPad app in the near future,
with personalised information and advertising contents for the readers.

Price/performance ratio makes or breaks individualisation: if the outlay for the producer
– and consequently the price for the customer – exceeds a certain level, then even
the most exclusive product will fail.
Other opposing factors are the Internet and
accompanying mobile offerings. Today’s
media consumer is interested in up-to-theminute news stories that keep him on top
of developments. Offerings such as Google
News, iCurrent or DailyPerfect serve up the
latest news from all over the world within
seconds, all for free on the display screen.
The business model of the printed personalised newspaper in its present form does not
seem feasible.

Short print runs
offer better prospects
On the encouraging side, the number of
digital printing projects mainly involving
short print runs has increased considerably
in recent years. These use different approaches and business models.
The most-cited example is perhaps “Malta,”
a project of the distribution specialist Miller
Distributions that was launched three years
ago and has been copied several times
since. “In 2009 we started a Beta test with
Kodak in Malta, with the Financial Times as
the most important publisher partner. In just
four months we had shown that it would
work,“ reports Malcolm Miller, CEO of the
Miller Group.
The company produces with local partners
in six countries at seven sites: Malta, London, Cyprus, Athens, Tenerife and Italy
(Rome and Milan). Today (mid 2012) more
than 60 different titles are printed by the
digital process in print runs ranging from 20
to 3000 copies, bringing total daily production to 60,000 copies.

The Miller Newsprint control room in Malta where all files are managed and prepared
for printing.
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Miller works closely with international publishing companies. The prime objective here
is to identify locations that are important to
the publishing company and where the
newspaper arrives very late, in addition
causing high costs. These drawbacks are
eliminated by distributed printing (at the
© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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”

We plan to produce
the daily newspaper
L’Echo, which is now
printed by the offset
process, by digital
printing. In doing so,
the objective is to utilise all new possibilities,
especially in relation to
variable data.
A perfectly coordinated team: Kodak Versamark and Hunkeler finishing. Just how
wide the scope of application for digital printing has become today could be seen
during the Hunkeler Innovation Days (11-15 February 2013 in Lucerne, Switzerland).

destination). The workflow has been largely
standardised in order to simplify handling,
i.e. usually everything is routed through
Malta. From there, all files are prepared
“ready to print” around the clock and forwarded to the production sites. Nine Kodak

Versamark VL printing lines and one line
from Screen are currently in operation, combined in each case with Hunkeler finishing.
[See Interview with Miller under Article ID
15531].

Christian Sirieix,
Rivet Presse Edition

Another interesting project concerns the
French island La Réunion in the Indian
Ocean. Hubert Pédurand, Managing Director and Co-Founder of RotOcéan, describes
his company as the first printing plant with
a mixed operation in France; since June

Strengths

Weaknesses

Digital newspaper printing
can lay claim to the following advantages:

But there are also several drawbacks:

W
W
W
W
W
W

The quality of ink-jet newspaper printing is approaching that of
the offset process.
Ink-jet has clear cost benefits compared to offset for printing
very short runs (from a single copy up to four-digit copy figures).
Easier to operate, i.e. fewer operators and no trained printers
required. Also changeover for the next job is eliminated.
Overproduction belongs to the past, nor is there start-up waste.
Major advances have been made in relation to speed (and presumably the possibilities have not yet been exhausted).
Data variability allows the process technology to offer unique
application options.

W
W
W
W

W

W
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The speed is insufficient for long newspaper production runs
and their limited time slots.
The prices for the printing inks are much higher than for offset
inks.
Ink-jet inks cannot be deinked by existing processes.
Most publishing houses and advertisers do not have the facilities for micro-zoning and personalisation, i.e. the specific customer data and the systems required to exploit such data are
missing.
There is an absence of detailed analyses from market research
to indicate whether the theoretically possible offerings (and
prices) are accepted by the market.
The printing plant is dependent on a good level of utilisation of
its printing press (possibly with commercial jobs) in order to
achieve an appropriate ROI.

7
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The Océ JetStream 4300 for short-run newspaper production.

2010 it has been producing commercial jobs
during the day and regional and international newspapers at night in the required
numbers of copies, all by the digital printing
process. This makes full use of the capacity
of a Kodak VL 4200 (with Hunkeler inline
finishing). The VL 4200 is occupied for two
hours with the production of Le Monde and
another six hours with all other newspaper
titles. In addition, company and children’s
newspapers, books and occasionally advertising are also printed. Pédurand calculates
that the Versamark press will have paid for

”

itself after another three years (therefore a
total payback of 5 years).Pédurand also supports INIGraph, an international initiative established to promote digital printing in
France [more information in the interview
with Pédurand under Article ID 15532].

Digital as an alternative
newspaper printing process
On the French mainland, the commercial
printing company Rivet Edition Presse has
launched a wide-scale project called
SyNAPsE. The idea of producing newspapers
in short print runs by digital printing was
put forward by the publisher of a national
daily newspaper. A special feature of this
project is that the printing sequence should
be determined by the requirements of distribution, with the objective of reducing transport distances and freeing up personnel for

more demanding tasks than producing bundles. A major element of this model is the
folder, developed together with manroland,
which allows the inline processing of newspapers with different formats and page
counts. The aim is to produce both national
and regional newspapers. One of these is
L’Echo in Limoges, at present printed by offset. Here also, it is intended to make fully
use of the possibilities offered by data variability.
The business model is built around the use
of the two Océ JetStream 4300 printing
lines to carry out other jobs, too. In the final
instance, it is intended that SyNAPsE transfers all printing jobs to the digital process at
Rivet Edition Presse, thus making the web
offset press superfluous [see the interview
with Christian Sirieix, managing director of
Rivet Presse Edition, under Article lD 15470].

The competitive threshold with the offset
process shift every six
months in favour of
digital printing. Some
presses already reach
this threshold with a
daily paper produced
with a page count of
52 pages in a print run
of 20,000 copies.
Hubert Pédurand,
RotOcéan

The TKS JetLeader 1500 demonstrated at drupa was supplied to Newsweb in the
USA.
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”

On the production side
of the business, we see
benefits in the form
of labour and supply
savings. We anticipate
being able to run the
JetLeader with a reduced crew, reduced
waste, reduced supply
costs. As for marketing benefits, we are
looking into exploring
many of the unique
advantages that digital
printing and the use of
variable data will give
us over conventional
web offset.
Rodd Winscott,
Newsweb

The US Newsweb printing company specialises in producing newspapers for ethnic
minorities and local newspapers with circulations starting at 1000 copies. Digital printing would seem to be predestined for such
applications. The recently acquired TKS
JetLeader 1500 is scheduled to be taken
into production this autumn in Chicago. “I
see small steps initially being taken in the
area of data replacement and expanding as
publishers and marketers become better
data miners,“ says Rodd Winscott, head of
the printing business division at Newsweb.
He sees the efficiency threshold in digital
newspaper printing for a standard, sectioned newspaper with a page count of 64
as being in a print run range between 3000
and 4000 copies [see interview with Winscott under Article ID 15533].

© 2013, WAN-IFRA

A demonstration of hybrid printing (offset and digital imprinting) using a Kodak Prosper S30 printing head was given on 25 September at the Axel Springer printing plant
in Ahrensburg, Germany, for a group of newspaper specialists.

In view of decreasing circulations – a trend
that can be expected to continue in the future – the share of newspapers with circulations slowly but surely heading towards the
zone where the use of digital printing
makes economic sense is growing. Of
course, that is not the type of trend one
wishes to help get digital printing off the
ground ... but perhaps it could be a way to
prevent the titles concerned from going
under.

Hybrid – merging two
technologies
In another development, there are the first
hybrid applications ,involving the digital imprinting of variable data in offset newspapers. The result is a paradox: the individualised mass product. More than one year ago,
the daily newspaper B.Z. in Berlin tried out a
simple variation when it used digital printing
to imprint an individual “cash code” for a
game on the front page of each newspaper
copy.

The Axel Springer printing plant in Ahrensburg near Hamburg uses a super high-speed
printing head (15 m/s at 600 x 200 dpi) to
individualise ads from variable data. In this
case QR codes, URLs or graphics can be exchanged from one newspaper copy to another. The imprinting system is built into the
superstructure of the web offset press and
can, depending on web lead, alternatively
print the webs from two printing towers at
full press speed.
Another possible application for digital
printing would be the production of targeted advertising or local sections that
would then be combined with the main
product in the mailroom.
W Interviews with users and suppliers as well

as other background information can be
found on the WAN-IFRA website [www.
wan-ifra.org] Enter 15636 in the search
field.
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Innovative ad formats:
Grab attention at all costs
As a basic principle, advertising that is carried on a range of different media (e.g.
print, TV and posters) is more efficient. That
said, however, it is important that print
should always be included in the mix, as it
has been proven that the printed message
has the longest-lasting effect and ads in the
newspaper benefit additionally from the
credibility of that medium.

Super panorama ads –
and what can be done with them

Creativity in advertising is
as important as the salt in
your soup. Fresh ideas attract attention – the first
step on the path towards
making a buying decision.
Especially print advertising, which unlike electronic
media cannot work with
eye-catchers such as animated images or effects, is
dependent on innovative
ideas.
Ads in magazines and newspapers do not
have to be boring. It is possible to realise an
astounding range of new types of advertising that stand out in an attractive way from
the accustomed standard ads. The natural
attraction of something that is new is the
common denominator here. This can involve
unusual shapes or formats, the use of mate-
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rials such as transparent paper, fluorescent
inks or scents, to name but a few options.
The secret is to address several senses, as
then the ad will not only be seen and the
information it contains processed rationally,
but emotions will also be triggered. In such
a case, it is essential that the applied
method should suit the advertised article:
the subject and advertising idea must
match.
A survey conducted by ZMG Zeitungs Marketing Gesellschaft among publishing
houses in the summer of this year revealed
that the majority of newspapers in Germany
are in a position to offer special forms of advertising. And such offerings are being
availed of with growing frequency, both by
regional and national advertisers.
Now and again unusual print substrates or
scented inks are employed, with scents used
to create a strong link to the advertised
product – something that neither TV nor
any other type of advertising can achieve.

So-called super panorama ads placed within
the newspaper or as a separate supplement,
i.e. double trucks that can be folded out on
both sides and thus offer a four-page-wide
advertising space (with printed reverse
sides), are becoming increasingly popular.
This does not necessarily mean folding double-width webs by means of a corresponding device in the press (“genuine” super
panorama); in many cases the fold-out
edges are glued on the outer page margins
of the double trucks, something that does
not particularly affect the overall impression
provided that the overlap of several milli
metres is taken into account in the motif.
One newspaper that has on several occasions produced such ads is the regional
Main-Post in Würzburg, Germany. The
newspaper recently attracted attention with
a completely new form of advertising, the
concept for which was developed not by
the publishing house but by the printing
company. “Building on our experience with
the production of various super panorama
ads, we began to consider what else we
could do with the gluing nozzles,” says
Andreas Kunzemann, member of the management board with responsibility for the
technical division at Main-Post. The outcome of these considerations is an impressive new special advertising form, the triple
panorama, a very special type of supplement.
© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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Kunzemann describes its development as
follows: “We in the technical division created this product as a dummy using three
gluing nozzles and two trimming blades.
We took this to our advertising manager,
Matthias Faller, and asked him for his opinion. He then had our own graphic designers
develop a product to market-launch the
new Mercedes A-Class. When he took this
along to the customer, Mercedes was enthusiastic and ordered the eight-page product immediately. Our prepress specialists
then worked closely together with the Gerryland agency to produce the perfect copy.

The entire undertaking is a joint effort by
our marketing, graphic design and technical
divisions.“
This special form of advertising is marketed
under the name “Give me 5” (three double
trucks + two “zips“ to open out), as can be
seen in the clip: [http://vcontent.mainpost.
de/gimmefive/index.html].

“Of course, we have several other ideas
going through our minds. But the decisive
factor is always whether the marketing
people succeed in selling the visions of the
technical division to the customer,“ says
Kunzemann.

Print advertising – full of ideas and possibilities
Innovations in the area of advertising can be found the world
over. The English-language national newspapers Times of India
and The Hindu in India impressed their readers in 2010 with
“talking ads” (realised by a glued-on audio chip activated when
the page is opened). In this case also, it was used in the advertising campaign of a car manufacturer (Volkswagen). A drawback
of this special form of advertising was that the chips had to be
glued-on manually.
Simpler to realise are 3D ads where the 3D effect is obtained by
using a supplied pair of 3D spectacles (made of cardboard). Sanat
Hazra, Technical Director of the Times of India, presented this as
well as many other special forms of advertising at this year’s Printing Summit (see page 12). His credo: “Growth can be achieved
only through innovation.” Among other things, he described
how innovative ideas in general can be assessed for their market
suitability. Cost and yield must be in a reasonable relationship.

this case from a cool grey to a warm orange hue -, a charitable
organisation in the United Kingdom that looks after the needs of
the elderly appealed for donations under the motto “Spread the
Warmth.”

Bridge technologies
Relatively little use has been made to date in advertising of the
so-called augmented reality (AR) techology that permits impressive effects to be obtained (a smart phone or tablet is used to
scan markers that then incorporate information, images or video
clips downloaded from the Internet) but is quite costly to produce. Recently the Esslinger Zeitung in Germany started to offer
AR ads [http://www.esslinger-zeitung.de/ar/]. As with QR codes,
e.g. such as are frequently used as ad components, this technology builds a bridge between the print and online medium.

Newspapers in Brazil display a high degree of creativity. For example, in that country they work a lot with folding, e.g. at Folha de
S. Paulo. Sleeve wrapping is also very popular and effective when
used creatively, as is the case for example at Correio de Bahia,
presented at the Printing Summit by Luiz Alberto Albuquerque,
Executive Director of Correio/Rede Bahia: a softball that can be
used as a clown’s nose accompanied a circus ad. His contribution
focused not only on innovation in advertising: Albuquerque also
spoke about how his newspaper used simple, but creative means
to re-invent itself and in doing so sensationally increased its circulation (see page 13).
The Telegraph magazine edition of 17 November 2012 attracted
a high level of attention with an unusual appeal for donations on
its front page. Using thermal ink that changes colour when the
termperature changes (e.g. by touching with warm hands) – in

© 2013, WAN-IFRA

The Telegaph magazine of 17 November 2012 used thermal ink to draw attention to the situation of many elderly
people during the cold season.
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Creative ideas for print advertising
“Growth comes only through innovation,” says Sanat Hazra, Technical Director of the publishing company of the
Times of India. In his opinion innovation
does not always mean inventing breakthrough products; innovation can also
relate to a business model, a process,
a product, a service or the use of manpower.
At Times of India collaborative innovation is practised. This
means that readers and suppliers are involved in product development to reduce cost and cycle time of innovation and prevent failures. Out of many ideas collected some are finally
implemented.
To help decide which “innovation” would provide the best opportunities, Times of India sorts them into three groups: quick
and available, upcoming and game changers. Consideration is
given to the costs of implementing a new product and the revenue it would bring. There are four categories: stars (low cost,
high revenue), cash-cows (low cost, low revenue), coasters
(high cost, high revenue) and strivers (high cost, low revenue).
When innovative advertising is concerned, the customer’s
greatest preference is for the glossy jacket of the Times of
India, followed by sampling/inserts in the newspaper, fragrances and card gluing on the front page, to name just a few.

Growth comes only
through innovation.
Sanat Hazra, Technical Director,
Times of India

Hazra presented a myriad of innovative advertising formats including the “speaking newspaper” (where an audio chip was
pasted into the paper that started to speak to the reader when
he opened the page), die cut (in the form of the car that was
promoted), 3D and many more.
“We have to innovate under constraints; we need to use latest
technology and latest designs. On the other hand, the price
has to be right,” Hazra said. “We need to think of a ‘go to
market‘ strategy and how to position a product in the market.”

W Sanat Hazra was a speaker at the annual Printing Summit,

the most important WAN-IFRA conference on the topic of
newspaper printing (21-22 of March, Berlin), as well as at the
Power of Print conference that accompanied the World Publishing Expo at the end of October in Frankfurt, Germany.
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How to reinvent a newspaper
For such a large country,
the average circulation for
daily newspapers in Brazil
is 47,000 copies. In 2008,
when reader and advertiser figures declined more
and more, Correio de Bahia
changed its format, modernised its content and
design and started several
initiatives to raise its profile,
and bring in more revenues.
Luiz Alberto Albuquerque, Executive Director of Correio/Rede Bahia, said the changes
were preceded by extensive market analysis
to be able to answer to the needs of the
public and to define the right price of the
paper.
“We hired consultants to develop the editorial and graphic design which should follow
the most modern trends in the newspaper
market,” Albuquerque said. “Correio de
Bahia had to be different in order to grow
and conquer new readers. It was time to
break paradigms.”
The format was converted to tabloid, the
price was reduced (“generally Brazilian

newspaper cover prices are too high”) and
even the name of the paper was abbreviated to Correio. There is no template for the
cover: no restrictions regarding the use of
pictures and the masthead can be placed at
the top or at the bottom of the page or vertically on the side.

grow its advertising revenues: 21 percent in
2010, 29 percent in 2011 and 18 percent in
the first two months of 2012.

The paper is structured in four sections: “24
h” is the summary of the main news from
Bahia with quick-reading news pieces,
“More” elaborates the themes that are introduced in the 24 h section, “Life” is dedicated to lifestyle, culture, travel and the like.
The final section is “Sports.”

W Luiz Alberto Albuquerque spoke at the
Printing Summit conference this spring in
Berlin.

“Our results show that simple yet creative
measures were able to revitalise the print
medium,” Albuquerque concluded.

Supplements like a weekend guide, a classifieds special and one specialising on used
cars complement the paper. A new news
paper was born.
The results are impressive: In three years the
paid circulation grew almost 300 percent,
from 15,000 to 61,000 copies. The number
of readers increased 455 percent, from
182,000 to 829,000.
The new Correio was also successful in attracting young readers.
Innovative advertising formats and marketing ideas – he presented many good examples – enabled the paper to significantly

Correio de Bahia had
to be different in
order to grow and
conquer new readers.
It was time to break
paradigms.
Luiz Alberto Albuquerque, Executive Director of Correio/Rede Bahia.
In this picture Albuquerque shows
the advertisement of a circus in the
form of a sleeve including a clown’s
nose.

© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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Vast variety of newspaper presses
The demand for newspaper presses has decreased
dramatically in recent
years. Many newspapers
do not have the financial
resources, or are feeling insecure about the unstable
economic development, so
that they put off due investments, choosing instead the
interim solution of retrofitting existing equipment.
The competition between
manufacturers is fierce.
This explains why press manufacturers are
making every effort to offer the market exactly the equipment that is best suited to
satisfy user needs, but also to win over
those few newspaper companies or commercial printing plants that are willing and
in a position to invest.
Thus within one year a new category of
press has emerged that can be positioned

below the top models in the manufacturers’
portfolios and that offers the following
common properties: compactness, modular
design, retrofit capacity and, last but not
least, a good price-performance ratio. In the
area of automation, especially for plate
change, most manufacturers offer several
options.
The new presses belonging to this category
are:
W Colorliner CPS from Goss International
W Colorman e:line from manroland web
systems
W Commander CL from Koenig & Bauer
W S-Line from Wifag
But the presses announced at IFRA Expo
2011 in Vienna (with the exception of the SLine, which was announced at the World
Publishing Expo 2012), shown at drupa and
in the meantime delivered to buyers in Germany, Scotland, and the USA, are not the
only new newspaper presses on the market.
[Read more about new presses shown at
drupa (pages 30-31) and press manufacturers represented at World Publishing Expo
(from page 39 on) for more information.]
In addition, there are especially single-width

and/or single-circumference presses:
W Magnum HPS from Goss (2/1)
W M 360 from Manugraph (2/1)
W Color Top 5000UDI and Color Top
5100UDI from TKS (4/1)
Nor is that all: new models of digital presses
that were designed for newspaper printing,
or suitable for this application respectively,
also became available:
JetLeader 1500 from TKS
ColorStream 3700 from Océ (Canon)
W JetPress W from Fujifilm
W
W

Noteworthy also is the KBA RotaJet that, although not designed for newspapers, according to KBA attracted major interest
among newspaper publishing companies.
The manufacturer claims that, with several
adaptations, the press would be suitable for
use also in short-run newspaper production
applications, provided that a sufficient level
of capacity utilisation is ensured by running
mixed production.
The result of all these new additions is a vast
range of newspaper presses on offer. The
choice is so extensive that it is becoming increasingly difficult for users to find their way
around it. Moreover, it is also questionable
whether there is a genuine need for this
wide variety of models and whether it is
worthwhile for the suppliers to keep available a matching array of expensive replacement parts, repair services, etc.
“A streamlining of the offering and concentration on several basic models that can be
configured in accordance with the modular
principle and that offer multiple automation
and extension options would be good for
the market and make life easier for the
manufacturers. Less could be more in this
respect,“ says Moritz Schwarz, print consultant at WAN-IFRA.

A possible configuration of the new S-Line press from Wifag.
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Growing popularity of double-width presses in India
A trend has emerged in recent years in India for the highest-
circulation, mostly English-language newspapers to decide in
favour of 4/1 presses.
One of the Indian newspaper publishing houses that chose 4/1
presses already many years ago is Kasturi & Sons (The Hindu)
which has several printing sites equipped with Mitsubishi Diamondspirit and Diamondstar.

manroland developed a 4/1 press especially with the Indian
market in mind that was presented about one year ago as the
Cromoman 4/1 and can be considered a simpler alternative to the
Regioman. The first user is the Times of India in Pune. Special
characteristics of this press are its simple web lead (familiar from
single-width presses), low space requirements, tolerance towards
power fluctuations (a frequent occurrence in India) as well as
varying newsprint qualities.

Already in 2005, the Deccan Chronicle installed eleven 4/1
presses (Uniliner S and Community) from Goss International,
followed in 2009 by another six Uniliner S.

At drupa manroland web systems announced a major order,
again from Times of India, this time for seven Regioman towers
and three folders for various production centres in India.

Diligent Media Corporation and DB Corporation, both members
of the Indian Dainik Bhaskar Group (DB Group), installed a total
of seven KBA Prisma newspaper presses at several locations in the
years 2008 and 2009.
In 2009 Malayala Manorama (publisher of the daily newspaper of
the same name) in Kerala acquired six Manugraph 4/1 Smartline
presses and in 2010 a TKS 4/1 press (consisting of three “sets”)
belonging to the newly developed Color Top UDI5000 series.
This type of press is used also by Matrubumi Printing and Publishing. The installation, equipped with three printing towers, is used
also to produce a part of the circulation of Times of India. At
drupa the sale of 10 towers of the Color Top UDI5100 model to
HT Media (Hindustan Times) was announced. The difference between the UDI5000 and UDI5100 lies in the speed, i.e. 75 ,000
and 80, 000 copies/h respectively.

Times of India’s newest order of manroland machines was
announced at drupa. Ravi Dhariwal, CEO of Times of India,
(left) with Peter Kuisle, member of the Management Board
at manroland web systems.

”

The growing popularity of double-wide presses in
India is based on the advantages provided by this
class of presses. Double-wide presses require a high
investment but they provide more productivity and
consistency. On the other hand, you need to invest
into training to teach your pressmen how to run
a double-width press correctly. You will probably
be surprised in how many areas of press operation
things change when you switch from single-width
to double-width.
Manfred Werfel, WAN-IFRA
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Automatic colour control
continues steady development

Goodbye to colour fluctuations: inline controls ensure stability and can be fitted both to new and existing presses.

Closed-loop colour controls
are becoming increasingly
popular, something that
was clearly evident at the
World Publishing Expo in
late October, where numerous solutions were shown,
some with new functions or
enhancements.
The arguments in favour of automatic colour control sound convincing: consistent
colour quality, reduced workload for the
printer, lower ink consumption and less
waste. “Having fewer operators working at
the presses, some of whom may also be less
well trained than in the past, increases the
need for automation,“ says Jaco Bleijenberg, International Sales Director at Q.I.
Press Controls. In addition, higher quality is
demanded; especially so in cases where, besides the newspaper, the objective is also to
acquire semi-commercial jobs. By recording
and evaluating the measured colour values,
it is possible for printing companies to demonstrate to advertisers and customers their
ability to print good quality. Reference values are the L*a*b* values (binding colour
gamut) and density values listed in the ISO
process standard for newspaper printing
12647-3.
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The large number of colour control systems
offered on the market today serves as an indication of the market potential these automation tools are considered to have. Many
exhibitors at Expo had their inline measuring
systems on display: DCOS Sweden with
CRC4, EAE with loop, Grafikontrol with
Colorscan, Q.I.Press Controls with IDS,
QuadTech with AccuCam and for the first
time also 3TControl Precision Systems with
IPA. There are differences between the systems; each has its own special properties.

by both 3TControl and DCOS, tends to negate this argument. As advantages of measuring in colour marks, manufacturers put
forward the argument that it is a simple and
proven process and that it is a relatively lowcost technology.

Scanning of selected areas
or the entire page

One example of differences between the
various systems is the measuring process applied, i.e. whether colour or colour density
(CMYK) is measured. Similarly, the measuring instruments used can differ greatly,
though we will not delve into that issue
here.

The way in which the measuring process
operates (in the case of measuring in the
image) also differs: either the entire page is
scanned – EAE and QuadTech (across the
web width); Grafikontrol (section by section)
– or the measurement is limited to specific
image areas or positions. EAE and QuadTech
highlight the web inspection function of
their systems that allows a wide range of
problems, such as toning, creasing, visible
plate edges, damaged or falsely clamped
plates, etc., to be rapidly detected and
warning messages displayed.

A basic distinction is made between those
systems that work with marks and those
that do the measurement within the image
itself. Markless systems are popular in newspaper production as colour and grey balance marks on the page margin disturb the
reader (at least that is the opinion in the
newsrooms and advertising agencies). However, the use of micro-marks that can hardly
be detected by the naked eye, such as used

Cited as a benefit of selective measurement
in the print image, in which case only colour-relevant areas are taken into account
and not the entire printed area – this is how
the Q.I. Press Control system works – is a
shorter reaction time. The IDS uses a CCD
matrix camera that carries out a CIElabbased colour measurement on several positions on the page. “Which and how many
areas are measured depends on the page

Colour or density measurement,
markless or with marks
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”

The greater the number
of production runs your
printing operation carries out and the more
people are involved, the
more you can save with
closed-loop control
systems and the shorter
the payback for your
investment. In some
cases, it pays for itself
within a year.
Jaco Bleijenberg,
Q.I. Press Controls

concerned and is decided by the system
software on the basis of the prepress data,“
says Bleijenberg. Certain problems, such as
running dry or incorrectly positioned plates,
are also recognised.

Area of application and
additional functions
Another distinction can be made between
the systems that concentrate mainly on colour control (and possibly web inspection)
and multifunction systems (solutions from
3TControl and DCOS) that, besides colour,
simultaneously control register, fan-out, etc.
With the latter, less equipment has to be installed, which has a favourable effect on the
total costs compared to individual systems.
A recent feature of a number of colour control systems, as an integrated or optional
additional function, is fountain solution control (at present with AccuCam, Colorscan,
IDS, IPA and loop). Where ink and water are
controlled together there will automatically
be a stable ink/water balance. With this it is
possible to largely eliminate manual inter-
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vention from the printer at the control desk.
A possible side effect is an optimised ink
consumption by means of careful metering
of ink and water. Q.I. Press Controls claims
to have achieved up to 10 percent reduced
ink consumption in trials with the combined
ink and fountain solution control. The company says that it takes the specifications of
the ISO 12647-3 newspaper printing standard as the guideline for print densities. The
Newsprinters printing company in Broxbourne (UK) served as the development
partner for the fountain agent control.
QuadTech, whose fountain agent control
was developed in cooperation with Newsprinters in Knowsley (UK), confirms that the
printing company also recorded ink consumption savings, though without having
precisely quantified them to date. These
topics are also on the DCOS agenda.
Whether any reduction in start-up waste (up
to production of the first sellable copy) can
be achieved with a closed-loop colour control system continues to be a subject of discussion. It can be stated with certainty that
colour control by itself cannot realise this;
other preconditions are exact register settings and reaching ink/water balance (running clean). Moreover, the control rate is
limited by the sluggishness of the inking system. Of more significance for reducing startup waste is having the correct ink presetting. Various manufacturers are tackling this
with self-learning presetting systems. “The
target is to preset the ink keys well enough
for the press to produce sellable copies
without ink key change, after this the closed
loop system will take care of the fine tuning,” says Mattias Andersson, Managing Director of DCOS.
3TControl has put into practice the principle
of improved presetting in the new optional
Smart Function. Sergio Muñoz, Head of
Business Development at 3TControl, says:
“Our development focus in the last year has
been to get the best initial density conditions possible from every press as fast as
possible, and also to take advantage of the
inline density readings at every ink key. The
solution was to add smart density functionality that allows the system to learn the

properties of each press and each individual
ink key for different paper, colour and ink
types.“
With the new development Digital Ink System announced at Expo, QuadTech is focusing directly on the inking system, in that it
replaces the traditional ink fountains by
computer-controlled ink injectors that can
meter the amount of ink with a very high
degree of precision, thus permitting a more
exact adjustment of the amount of ink.

Installations in newspaper
web presses
“IDS was presented at drupa 2004; it is the
first markless colour density control system
on the market,“ says Bleijenberg of Q.I. The
system was developed originally for the
heatset market, but the fact that it manages
without marks makes it interesting also for
newspapers. Today, 120 printing towers are
equipped with IDS cameras and orders have
been received for 50 more (including from
Allgäuer Zeitungsverlag and the Belgian
newspaper printing company Coldset Printing Partners).
The QuadTech AccuCam system with proprietary 6-channel sensor was installed for the
first time on a printing tower at Newsprinters printing company in Knowsley, England,

”

Our AccuCam system
combines high accuracy, due to the
measurement with our
6-channel sensor, with
fault detection as it
scans the whole image.
Vince Balistrieri,
QuadTech
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in 2009. This was then extended to five
towers that have been used in production
for about a year. The entire installation was
planned to comprise 25 towers and is
scheduled to be completed by the end of
2012. The technologically ultramodern
printing centre was the development partner for the AccuCam system. Further installations followed in Japan (Sankai Shimbun
Printing), Austria (Herold Druck) and the
U.S.A. (Chicago Tribune). “The fact that we
received the highly coveted technology prize
of the Printing Industries of America was
very important for us,“ emphasises QuadTech Managing Director Vince Balistrieri.

”

When we took our
decision for this technology (densitometry
with its CRC4 solution),
there were several colour measuring systems
available (especially on
heatset) but it was a
known fact that it was
very hard to find a reasonable payback time
on a large newspaper
press at the price level
where these systems
are. With the den
sitometry and a multi
functional scanner it
creates a very attractive
business case.
Mattias Andersson,
DCOS Sweden AB
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The EAE loop solution was launched at IFRA
Expo 2008, tested and further developed at
the Axel Springer printing plant in Ahrensburg, Germany, among other sites. Product
manager Andreas Dau states that loop, in
the case of overprinted inks, can precisely
determine the individual colour shares by
means of spectral CMYK-based measurement, including the IR area, and recognise
whether a grey is produced from black or
CMY. The CMYK values are used to correct
the ink setting elements; L*a*b* values can
now also be supplied as proof of good quality for advertisers. In 2011, the Druckzentrum Neu-Isenburg equipped all eight KBA
Commander presses with loop systems. Another loop installation is under way in Hong
Kong and there is a project with Wegener in
Appeldoorn, the Netherlands, scheduled for
February.
IPA, the 3TControl all-in-one-system for
c olour register, cut-off register and colour
control, was developed in 2006 in cooperation with the newspaper printing plant of
the Spanish Heraldo group, from which the
company evolved. To date, some 70 cameras have been installed in Spain, Germany,
Norway, Belgium and the USA.
DCOS launched the CRC4 officially on the
market at drupa 2012. Beta tests were still
going on at the time. Today, DCOS already
has two buyers for the system: the first installation on a manroland Uniset began in
November in Norway (NR1 Trykk) and the
second is planned from January 2013 on a
KBA Colora in Sweden (Bold/BTT).

”

We measure ink density
and control the press
using the same and
proven techniques that
operators do manually.
We do not need separate cameras: one for
color register, another
one for density control, another ones for
fanout… we integrate
all these functionalities and more in one
camera.
Sergio Muñoz,
3TControls

The Grafikontrol Colorscan is a colour control system with spectrophotometric analysis
(7 channels) that can optionally work without marks. The camera records up to five
ink zones (160 mm) at once and thus scans
the entire web in sections. Peter Leidig,
Managing Director of Grafikontrol GmbH in
Maxdorf, Germany, says: “With our colour
control system we also have the option, besides the ink keys, to control the speed of
the ink fountain rollers as well as the water
supply.“ The Colorscan system, still in test
operation in 2011, has since then been installed in several commercial printing applications as well as once in a newspaper application, at Il Sole 24 Ore in Italy.
Common to all solutions is that they can be
either fitted to new presses or retrofitted to
existing newspaper presses.
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First experiences with
Diamond Eye colour control
The Hindu is one of the
biggest English-language
newspapers in India with
a circulation of 1.5 million copies. In Chennai it is
printed on three Mitsubishi
presses in coldset and heatset (all colour pages) on
standard newsprint and SC
paper.
At the Printing Summit 2012 in March,
Kasturi Balaji, Managing Director of Kasturi
& Sons, reported about his first three-month
experiences with the Mitsubishi Diamond
Eye closed-loop colour control system. The
decision was made in April 2011, and the
system installation was completed in January 2012 on all three presses. While there
are more than 50 running installations in
Japan, it is the first Japanese-style inline
colour control system outside Japan.

One of the characteristics of the system is
that the line sensor spans the full web
width: it does not move across the web. The
light source is a combination of RGB and IR
LED arrays. Measurement of ink density is
done by column and the adjustment of the
ink is based on image ratio. The system is
set up with different Look-Up-Tables (LUT)
for different substrates, ink presetting and
ink curves are fine-tuned. Density control
can be either based on image values or on
the operators “good copy” decision. Other
operating features are: plate position check,
ink presetting for low ink coverage and
quality inspection of the web. Density differences up to 0.10 are considered as “perfect,” from 0.10 to 0.20 as “ok.”

As serious data collection started only on 1
March, final results could not be presented
but rather observations: According to Balaji,
there is “a certain tendency for start-up
waste to decline,” which is also influenced
by other factors as he admits the “ok copy”
is reached quicker with Diamond Eye. Uniformity across presses still shows some variation. About one third of the reading showed
differences of more than 3 Delta E, which
needs to be studied closely, Balaji said. The
start-up procedure needs two to five minutes more time.

The motivation to go for automatic colour
control was manifold: consistency in print
quality, elimination of operator variability,
more uniformity across different presses,
start-up waste reduction and the move
towards industrialised production.

There is a certain
tendency for start-up
waste to decline.
Kasturi Balaji, Managing Director,
Kasturi & Sons
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More with less –
thanks to closed-loop control
Coldset Printing Partner
(CPP) was founded in 2010
when the two big Belgian
media groups, Corelio and
Concentra, merged their
printing activities.
Eric Elyn, Plant Manager of CPP, is responsible for lean operations resulting in continued profitability. He spoke at the WAN-IFRA
Printing Summit in March in Berlin.

selected as the supplier and the project
started in 2009.
The results: 25% savings in waste, tremendous reductions in manning, stable quality
(fewer claims related to quality, same results
on all presses). The payback period was less
than 2.5 years. The contribution to the financial results of the group were substantial
and consequently in 2010 the same solution
was ordered for CPP’s other printing plant.
“We decided in favour of a retrofit because
you do not know what happens in five
years,” Elyn said.

CPP has two printing plants, one near Brussels and one in Paal-Beringen. Every night
11 titles with a total of 700,000 copies are
printed on 33 printing towers (4/2).
Paper and personnel count for 75% of the
production cost at CPP: To be able to pay a
yearly 3% salary increase (index in Belgium)
without increasing the prices for customers,
cost reductions in the print process were unavoidable. Their formula was: “Do more
with less – also with less people!” Elyn said.
They looked for possibilities for further
automation in the production chain and the
press was the only area where there was still
potential. To reduce manual intervention,
closed-loop controls should be installed for
all registers as well as for colour control. The
goals were to standardise the quality according to ISO 12647-3, to reduce paper
waste to a minimum and, last but not least,
reduce manning – which, in the end, should
bring costs down. Q.I. Press Controls was

Do more with less –
also with less people!
Eric Elyn, Plant Manager,
Coldset Printing Partner (CPP)
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Newspaper’s carbon footprint
better than its repute
A clear commitment to
green and sustainable printing is needed also in the
newspaper industry. Newspaper printers are on the
move.
Publishers are using different media channels to package interesting products for
their customers, exciting products that fulfil
the needs of local audiences, for example.
This can include stories about the region, investigation and background information,
controversial discussions, statements and interviews – not just typical news of the day.
And there is even more a newspaper publishing house can provide. It can help shape
opinion with surveys, campaigns and events
relevant for the community it serves.
It is obvious that newspaper publishers are
not interested in confronting one media
form with another. However, some other interested parties obviously are. As a result,
over the years print became increasingly the
object of attacks, particularly with “green
arguments.” Meanwhile, 75 percent of European consumers believe that there is a direct connection between shrinking worldwide forests and paper manufacturing.
In fact, some 11 percent of the wood drawn
from the world’s forestry resources is used
for paper manufacturing, 53 percent for energy production and 28 percent is processed
in saw mills. Of the 11 percent wood used
for paper manufacturing, 11 percent finds
its way into European newsprint production.
The area covered by forests in Europe grew
by 30 percent between 1950 and today.
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This means that, every year, the European
forests grow by an area corresponding to
1.5 million pitches or four times the size of
London. Similar figures are available from
North America and from India.
Taking a close look at newspaper production
reveals that, due to the use of untreated
and uncoated low-grammage paper, the
amount of energy required to produce
newsprint is less than that of all other types
of paper used in publishing. Moreover, the
base material for a large share of newsprint
is provided by waste paper. This base material is not only drawn from the resourcesfriendly recycling process but also consumes
less energy in the paper production process.

tent – from travelling, reporting and editing,
to printing and distributing.
The aim has been to inspire, inform and give
an update on this pressing issue, hoping
that more media companies base their
knowledge on scientific facts instead of

Value of Print App

How much greenhouse gas results from
reading newspapers? How does it compare
with other everyday activities, such as driving, heating, watching TV or the annual vacation trip? Is it possible to reduce greenhouse gases by reading the daily news on a
computer screen or mobile device instead of
on paper?
These and similar questions have been dealt
with in various European research projects
carried out in recent years (mainly in Northern Europe). Malin Picha, the author of the
SFN research report “Carbon Footprint of
News Publishing,” published by WAN-IFRA
in October 2012, gives us a clear overview
of the relevant projects of the last years and
their results. She also provides concrete examples to show how the CO2 emission
“currency,” which is new to us all, works
and what comparable units are.
In this report, six research studies have been
summarised, and the conclusions drawn are
that environmental impacts are caused by all
processes involved in producing media con-

The intention of this on-the-go resource from Printing Industries of
America is to change the way publishers respond to the misconceptions
about print. The app provides up-todate facts and statistics to support
print’s effectiveness as well as targeted
printing industry market data from the
2011 Print Market Atlas. The app can
be downloaded to mobile devices:
[www.printing.org/valueofprint]
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popular belief. The studies included in this
report show that there is a clear decline in
the energy, ink and chemicals consumption
of conventional paper making and printing,
while paper consumption has stayed at the
same level. Furthermore, the improved sorting of waste and decreased amount of landfill waste are a positive development.
It seems that on many occasions, continuous efforts to improve the environmental
performance of printing have brought good
results. However, a constant challenge for
printing houses is the growing need for information concerning the environmental
performance of products.
One conclusion is that the environmental
impacts and especially the climate impacts
of print products are not great compared to

the overall environmental impacts caused by
daily living. On the other hand, paper-based
products are often daily products with a
rather short lifespan and their overall production rate is very high. Due to high production amounts, the overall impacts caused
by the industry on a regional level can be
quite significant. Therefore, even small improvements in the environmental performance at the product level are important
and can lead to significant improvements in
overall resource use and environmental impacts.

Print vs. digital
In this report, a number of conclusions are
drawn when comparing printed and digital
media channels:
W To read a printed magazine and to read
an Internet-based magazine generate about

the same amount of greenhouse gases.
W The user’s behaviour is important for the
environmental impact, both for the printed
and the online product.
W How journalists go about creating content, all their activities, can have an environmental impact.
W The total number of readers of the printed
product is also an important parameter
when we look at potential climate impact.
The fact that all environmental impact of
the printed product is related to production,
printing, distribution and waste handling,
means that more readers per copy result in
a lower environmental impact.
W Climate impact for reading on the Internet is directly related to the actual reading
time – the longer the reading time, the
larger the environmental impact.
W Climate impact of reading a subscribed

Green printing in daily newspaper production
In many respects newspaper production is
an environmentally friendly process. Due
to the use of untreated and uncoated
low-grammage paper, the amount of energy required to produce newsprint is less
than for all other types of graphic paper.
The base material for a large share of
newsprint is provided by waste paper. This
base material is not only drawn from the
resources-friendly recycling process, it also
consumes less energy in the paper production process.
Because newspaper printing and processing is a highly automated process which
involves no edge trimming, there is considerably less waste than with all other
types of publishing printing. The CO2
emission levels per printed area in newspaper printing are on average much lower
than in other printing processes because
usually no additional processes, such as
drying or varnishing, are used. Generally
speaking, graphic paper is produced from
sustainable base materials. In the case of
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newsprint, recycled waste paper provides
the lion’s share. The share of virgin fibres
necessary to guarantee the correct fibre
consistency in the base material mix is
often drawn from certified forests. The
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) or PEFC
(Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes) seal of quality
testify to certified responsible forestry.

Worldwide efforts
Newspaper printers are using more and
more chemistry-free plate making processes and they reduce their total energy
consumption wherever possible. Japanese
printers are applying photo cells on the
roof of their print plants and replace old
light bulbs with LED lamps. Indian newspaper printers are trawling their production workflows for options to reduce
energy, the “Printing Industries of America” just released a smart phone App on
the value of print countering the mis
perceptions about the printed newspaper.

European newspaper printers are going
green and growing their business by targeting green customers. This not only reduces production cost but also creates
new business opportunities. Printers offer
carbon neutral print products. One newspaper printer in Germany reduced CO2
emission by 8000 tons per year, protecting the environment and generating new
business.
The suppliers of the newspaper industry
understood the importance of green publishing as well. They offer systems that require less energy, emit less greenhouse
gases, use less chemistry and allow much
smaller waste rates of raw materials than
before.
Green printing and publishing is on its
way. There are still opportunities for improvement and the search for getting
even greener will probably never stand
still. But the message is understood and
newspaper printers are on the move.
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printed periodical is lower than reading a
single copy sold product.
The studies in this report show that one
consequence of the new media landscape,
with consolidations and geographic relocations, is the creation of a new kind of environmental impact.
Another major reason for potential environmental impact is the use of electronic devices, such as computers. When buying new
electronic devices, the environmental performance should be regarded. With less environmental impact in the supply chain, the
overall performance would improve. Furthermore, by asking for devices with good
environmental performance, the market demand for improvement is strengthened.
W The 28-page report is available free for
members at the WAN-IFRA website (wanifra.org/reports/2012/10/01/carbon-footprint-of-news-publishing). Non members
can purchase the report for 150 euros.

Riding the green wave
The Eco Print Center (EPC) in Lokeren, Belgium, opened in 2006 with the claim to
practice green newspaper printing. The
plant features a Cortina waterless offset
press with 12 towers including a heatset
dryer. “Waterless printing is an environment-friendly mechanical process,” said
Wim Maes, the technical director or EPC.
Maes presented his company’s dedication to
green printing during the Printing Summit
2012.
The good printing quality has resulted in
many clients moving from heatset to waterless printing as the prices are low. The plates
(from Toray) are washed with rainwater that
is collected from the roof of the building. To
reduce the consumption, the water pressure
was lowered. The chill tower temperature
was raised from 8 to 10 degrees, which allows free cooling (an economical method of
using low external air temperatures to assist
in chilling water). The water for the chill
towers is taken from a lake next to the
plant. Waterless printing means also less
maintenance and there is no need for cleaning during the day because there is no ink
mist.

In October 2011 a closed-loop density control system (3TControl) was installed to
allow EPC to do more commercial jobs with
the same team of printers. “The main purpose was to raise the day capacity,” Maes
explained. “We plan to run three towers
with one person, which would give us the
capacity of one extra day. The tests with the
automatic density control so far are very
promising.”
What is good for the environment can also
be good for business, EPC proved. In 2007
the plant won the EcoTech Award. The
country’s Green party was persuaded to use
the more eco-friendly process and now EPC
prints everything for them. “Green is selling,” Maes said. It is good for the image,
good for the environment and good for
business.

Green is selling, it is good
for the environment and
good for the business.
Wim Maes,
Technical Director, EPC
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Maintenance and retrofitting
safeguard production
To ensure readiness, seamless production and top
quality, maintaining and
modernising existing production equipment remains
as one of the most cost-effective strategies for printers and publishers today. In
most cases, the objective is
not just to restore the original performance capacity of
the equipment, but to improve it.

“We wanted our printing plant to capture
the new order to print a daily sports newspaper (Mundo Deportivo), but to do so we
had to be able to print a smaller format,“ he
said.

New aggregates replace outdated technology, automatic controls increase productivity
and lower waste. Sometimes retrofitting is
required in order to create the conditions for
attracting new orders, as shown by the example of the Prisa printing company in Madrid. The case study of Tamedia in Switzerland, which experienced massive production
delays due to technical difficulties in the
mailroom, demonstrates the importance of
preventive maintenance. Both reports were
presented at the Power of Print conference
during the World Publishing Expo in Frankfurt.

Project objectives included ensuring that
production was interrupted as little as possible, that printing quality would not suffer
and that the printing speed would not be
reduced. A ceiling was defined for costs and

Two alternatives were considered: either
shift the former (and other elements) or split
the web into two ribbons. After carrying out
an analysis of the investment of labour and
cost, it was decided to go for the second
option, as it appeared to be more flexible,
simpler to realise and less costly. The project
was given the internal name “Split,” i.e. the
split web is spread by two diagonal rollers
and each part-web aligned with the centre
of the former in each case.

a cost analysis carried out. “The project
does not end with the acquisition of the
web-splitting system; there is a great deal of
rebuilding work to be done before production can start,” Erd said. The mailroom is
also affected, as it is there that adjustments
must be made to permit processing of the
new formats.
GWS was commissioned to carry out the rebuilding work, which was limited to two of
seven printing towers, corresponding to 64
pages.
After the rebuilding, printing quality trials
were conducted in which one web half was
printed with a lot of ink and the other with
little ink in order to establish whether this
would cause web tension issues, leading to
register problems. Any such fears proved to
be unfounded. It is undoubtedly advantageous in this connection that the press concerned is designed with a satellite configura-

Format variability –
the basis for business development
Juan José Erd Quintana,
Technical Director of the
Pressprint company (a
member of the Prisa
Group) in Spain, said the
objective of his company’s retrofitting project
Juan José Erd
was to retrofit the press
installed in Madrid, a double-width KBA
Commander 80 in the satellite configuration, for processing variable web widths.
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The web splitter GWS flexweb slits the web in the middle and separates the two web
halves by means of angled rollers. The module can be installed into existing presses.
© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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tion, though the low newsprint grammage
(42 g/m2) is more in the nature of a drawback.
Erd pointed out that it is important to ensure the web is split on a straight stretch,
not at a point where it is diverted, and that
the “splitbox“ is positioned as closely as
possible to the printing couple.
The project was carried out in just two
months. “We worked day and night to get
it done,“ he said. “The success of the conversion won us the printing contract.”

Chain wear and tear –
something to be taken seriously

Ferag, its mailroom supplier, was called in
for a crisis meeting and a three-step plan
was formulated to take immediate measures and restore normal production conditions.
The first step – at the end of November
2010 – consisted of carrying out a problem
analysis and ensuring on-time production.
Ferag delegated four of its experts to carry
out an on-site analysis of all components.
The main cause of the problem was soon
identified: the transport chain had revealed
a high level of wear and tear from its many
years in continuous operation and had too
much play, thereby affecting synchronisation.

It often pays off, or
saves money, time and
headaches, to take heed
of manufacturers’ advice
when it comes to proper
maintenance of production equipment.

The second step was production of an analysis report, which was ready after four to six
weeks and recommended a complete replacement of the entire chain in all three
lines as the only solution. This meant exchanging 30,000 grippers and investing 1.6
million Swiss francs.

Damien Appetito, Deputy Operations Manager
at Tamedia AG in Switzerland, can attest to that. In 2010, the
company’s printing plant experienced massive technical problems in the mailroom,
waste went up, production fell dramatically,
delivery delays ensued, customers became
disgruntled and, ultimately, production got
out of control.

In May 2011, the management had made
the decision to undertake the retrofit and
the project began in June. While production
ran without interruption at night, during the
day the job of retrofitting was carried out –
line by line.

Damien
Appetito

In early 2010 everything was still going well
for the printing plant: the four mailroom
production lines were running smoothly,
productivity was good and waste low (ca. 2
percent). Then the inserting business picked
up and the first problems were encountered
in the autumn that grew increasingly serious: in time mailroom waste rose to 15-20
percent, production fell by 30 percent. This
led to delivery delays of several hours and
major problems with the customers.
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Transporting newspaper copies in paced
chain conveyors fitted with grippers is a
basic mailroom function. Precise pacing
is important.

“One year on and the lines continue to be
in perfect condition. The chain must be retensioned every 3-4 months – that is normal. According to Ferag, the chain will run
without any problem up to 2015,“ says Appetito.
In order to ensure that such a situation does
not re-occur, it is planned to conduct audits
at regular intervals. “Be proactive” is the
motto.

This lasted six weeks per line, with two lines
overhauled together with Ferag and the
third by the company itself. By December,
two lines were finished and the mailroom
people had production back under control,
with waste back down to the accustomed 2
percent.
As Appetito reports, the retrofitting was
done without interrupting production. A
secondary effect of the project was that the
cooperation with the manufacturer was improved. It would probably never have come
to such a head if the situation had not been
neglected and the manufacturer’s recommendations taken seriously that the chain
should be checked from time to time.
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Retrofit – more than the
replacement of old parts
With its retrofit project
Druckhaus Spandau wanted
to increase the availability
of the press, reduce waste
and operator interventions
as well as make the process
transparent.
The printing plant of Axel Springer in Spandau (near Berlin), Germany, produces nine
daily newspapers, five weeklies and three
advertising papers. The press, which was installed in 1993 and expanded in 2000 and
2003, consists of 24 printing towers in total.
“When the first notice of the discontinuance of supply of spare parts arrived, already
in 2007, the question occurred: reinvest or
retrofit?” reported Knud Kraft, Senior Production Manager at Druckhaus Spandau
during WAN-IFRA’s Printing Summit conference. A comparison of the necessary investment and resulting performance for new
equipment with the investment/performance figures for a retrofit showed that retrofit was the appropriate solution. “A depreciation time of 20 years for a press
cannot be justified anymore,” Kraft said.
The strategic approaches for the retrofit
were: 1) to reduce or eliminate the manual
interventions and adjustments by transferring the know-how of press operators, material and machine suppliers to the control
desk, 2) to increase the availability of the
press by decreasing the number of technical
components, and 3) to make the process
completely transparent through automatically created protocols.

for different set-up/start-up sequences and
so on – we did not want just a 1:1 retrofit.”
The results were impressive: After the retrofit, the availability was remarkably raised
(32% less technical downtime), operator interventions were drastically reduced, waste
was reduced by 20% (representing a cost
reduction of 200,000 euros per year), and
control desk manning was reduced considerably. On the other hand, transparency was
improved tremendously through constant
reporting, and protocols. At the control desk
there is a quality station in the form of a
touch screen that provides any quality-related information at a fingertip. Large
screens throughout the plant fulfil the function of billboards.

“The former press operator becomes a process manager. When a printer interferes in
the process, he should be able to explain
why he did it and he should be able to analyse the automatically generated protocols
to find out what happened – not every
printer can do that,” Kraft said. His vision is
to print without operators, to have just one
control desk for all towers that has no buttons any more, and a quality check where it
is not necessary to physically draw print
samples for quality checks. The simpler the
whole operation gets, the better.

A depreciation time
of 20 years for a press
cannot be justified
anymore.
Knud Kraft, Senior Production Manager,
Druckhaus Spandau

“We had a 60-point catalogue of requirements for additional functions for EAE – for
presettings in relation to the materials used,
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Experiences of a complex
retrofit project in Switzerland
What to do when your
press manufacturer announces to cease production? Will maintenance and
spare parts of your press
be assured in future? The
publishing group of St. Galler Tagblatt took a proactive
approach: refurbishing its
press to better cope with
future needs.
The printing centre of the St. Galler Tagblatt
AG (NZZ Group) in Switzerland was built 10
years ago. Besides the main product, St.
Galler Tagblatt with its seven regional editions, the Neue Luzerner Zeitung and nationally distributed NZZ (including its Sunday
edition) as well as some 30 additional contract jobs are produced there.
“The announcement in October 2009 that
Wifag intended to cease newspaper press
production came as a shock to us. All four
NZZ Group printing sites work with Wifag
presses,” said Hansjürg Stihl, the head of
the printing centre in Winkeln during the
Printing Summit 2012. [Editor’s note: since
that time, Wifag has re-emerged and is offering a full range of presses, products and
customer service.]
The group decided on the following measures for its four printing locations: closing
the sites in Oettwil and Lucerne, installing
software updates in Schlieren and retrofitting the press in St. Gallen. The budgeted
investment for that was limited to a maximum of 10 percent of the price for a new
press.
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A maximum of 10%
of the cost of a new
installation was approved for the retrofit.
Hansjürg Stihl, Head of the printing centre in
Winkeln, St. Galler Tagblatt AG

The specifications stated that the retrofit
should not hinder normal production, all
jobs should be done in-house despite the
conversion work, and that the project
should be completed by the end of 2012.
Partner for this retrofit project was ABB.
The fact that printing operations should
continue unhindered made this a highly
complex project. As Stihl points out, doing
the planning for the contract jobs is very difficult and the project makes major demands
on employees, as they must be flexible and
make up for any lost time.

The conversion of the press concerns all
printing rollers and spray damping systems.
The folders and other press components are
also being subjected to an inspection. Press
control and drive control are being replaced.
As Stihl explains, the installation of new
spray damping systems has already shown
itself to be a worthwhile investment by having reduced the level of maintenance required by about 60 percent. The project is
expected to take a total of 20 months, of
which more than half is already past.
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Two weeks non-stop: drupa 2012
This past May drupa, the
Olympics of printing exhibitions as it takes place
every four years, provided
the industry with a keen
insight in today’s trends and
tomorrow’s possible developments. On the following
pages, we have summarised
some of the most important
innovations shown at drupa
for the newspaper area.
Some 1,850 exhibitors presented their products and services in 19 exhibition halls to
(according to official statistics) 314,500 registered visitors – about 19 percent fewer
than 2008.
One thing is for sure: print is and will long
continue to be essential. However, the technologies and markets change. Digital printing is making advances and inroads into
more and more areas – at the expense of
the offset process. But for now nothing is
about to change for the predominant newspaper production process. Presses, however,
are becoming more modular, compact and
attractively priced. Will that be sufficient to
overcome the general reluctance to invest?

A new era dawns
The printing industry has undergone a profound change process in recent years.
“drupa 2008 marked the end of a prosperous time,“ said Jochen Meissner, CEO of
Goss International. Since then, he said were
“its four most difficult years” – something
that can be said for the entire press manufacturing sector that found itself confronted
by shrinking markets and poorly filled order
books, a situation that continues today. The
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collapse in the web press area was especially
dramatic.
But the manufacturers are determined to
face the challenges with innovative products
and solutions, and with numerous products
being introduced and announcements of orders and investments during the show, there
were no heads hanging in Düsseldorf.

Newspapers’ niche
Although newspapers are not the focal
point at drupa, newspaper suppliers did
their best to garner some attention with
new developments, especially for the exhibited presses. These included offset printing
units or towers from Goss, KBA, TKS, Manugraph and tph. For the first time, manroland web systems showed a design prototype of its new press model. In addition,
several digital printing solutions for newspaper applications were also shown, some in
“live” production (e.g. TKS and Canon/Océ).
In view of the reduced market volume, the
competition for customers can be expected
to become even tougher in the next years.
By offering customers a wide range of models, configurations and a modular extendibility, they can react flexibly to the demands of

the markets. But will the addition of new
presses not make the already extensive offering in this sector too confusing for the
customer and too costly for the manufacturers?
“We have tried to streamline our programme,“ says Klaus Schmidt, Head of
Marketing at KBA. “The Commander CT
and CL have been added, but at the same
time the Colora, Prisma and conventional
Commander have been dropped from the
programme.“ It is to be expected that other
manufacturers will also reconsider their offerings and aim at satisfying the variety
called for by the market by a policy of modular design.”
A basic distinction between products continues to be made via the degree of technological development and price. Whereas the
major suppliers offer all the bells and whistles (automation, for example) for developed
countries, it is the smaller-scale press manufacturers, e.g. Grafitek, Manugraph and tph
from India, that come to the fore in developing countries, where simpler technology
and much lower prices are sought. How-
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ever, there is a clearly discernible trend indicating that both ends of the scale are starting to draw closer together: Not every
customer in Europe insists on a highly automated press and not every press selected in
India will be a single-width model of a manufacturer from the region.

Retrofit front and centre
The uncertain development of the markets
in the next years makes it difficult for decision-makers at media operations and commercial printing companies to take investment decisions that tie down the company
financially for 15 to 20 years.

Carrying out maintenance can also increase
the level of availability and length of useful
life of machinery. Statements such as “retrofitting is a highly important component of
our product portfolio“ could be heard not
only from Ferag but also DCOS, Goss, GWS,
Sauer, Wifag, Grafikontrol as well as on various other stands. manroland web systems
and ABB Schweiz finalised a retrofit cooperation agreement at drupa.
From modernisation of drive and control
technology to closed-loop control systems,
reconfigurations of printing lines, extension
and overhaul of mailroom systems – retrofitting and service packages constituted one
of the main topics at drupa.

For that reason, consideration is given frequently only to solutions offering a shortterm return on investment. Suppliers are responding to this with retrofits that extend
the length of profitable use of existing installations by several more years.

”

Print has power!

Did you know that print,
as an advertising medium,
can address all the human
senses? Some interesting information about this was offered on the Print Power Europe stand. Future-oriented
design and the creative use of
innovative technology permit
the creation of print products
that offer surprising user experiences, for example, new
folding options and material
combinations. Newspapers
are also incredibly well suited
to build bridges between
print and mobile digtal media
with new technologies, such
as printed functionality, clickable paper, augmented reality
and video in print, as demonstrated at the “Innovation
Park.”
Manfred Werfel,
Deputy CEO, WAN-IFRA

15 May was the “Day of Newspapers“ in the drupa cube. A diverse panel of speakers
presented innovative examples of the changing newspaper sector and how to deal
with the challenges resulting from digital media.

© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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New equipment for newspapers
In the area of newspaper
production, the following
new products were presented at drupa 2012.
Goss Colorliner CPS ...
Launched at IFRA Expo 2011, the new compact Goss Colorliner CPS press was shown
for the first time at drupa. This press, designed for coldset, heatset or hybrid production with fast production changeover for
newspaper and semi-commercial applications, can be supplied as a double-width or
triple-width version and achieves production
speeds up to 90,000 copies/h. The functions
of the new CPS include Autoplate automatic plate change as well as automatic
blanket washing systems. The four-high
tower on display, with a height of 4.50 m, is
destined for delivery to the first buyer, D.C.
Thomson & Company in Scotland.

... and Magnum HPS
Also on show on the Goss stand was a
printing tower of the new Magnum HPS
single-width, one-plate-around (2/1) newspaper press. This newly-developed model
complements the Magnum series and was
designed especially for markets in which single-width presses are successful (Asia, Near
East, Africa). According to the manufacturer,
the HPS combines the flexibility of single-circumference presses with a production capacity (up to 70,000 copies/h), such as is
familiar from double-circumference presses.

KBA Commander CL
On display for the first time on the KBA
stand was a printing unit belonging to the
new, modular Commander CL (Classic)
newspaper and semi-commercial press combined with the new ErgoTronic control desk.
The press cannot be separated and is therefore not quite as compact (H-type printing
unit measures about 2.75 m) as the Commander CT and Cortina. The inking system,
equipped with three forme rollers, was

adopted from the Commander CT. The level
of automation depends on the requirements
of the individual customer concerned and
offers many options. A major attraction was
the demonstration of the newly developed
plate changing system, of which a semi-
automatic and fully automatic version are
offered. Automatic plate change, activated
at the control desk, takes about three minutes, thus only one minute longer than on
the Commander CT. The Classic version is
about 15 % lower-priced.
Obtainable on the stand were also printed
samples produced by the coldset process on
a Cortina with follow-up varnishing (prevents smearing). The result is comparable
with heatset prints.

Far left: Goss Colorliner CPS.
Left: Goss Magnum HPS.
Above: KBA Commander CL.
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TKS Color Top 5000UDI
and Color Top 5100UDIL
TKS, the Japanese manufacturer, presented
a new 4x1 press. There is a choice between
two models that differ by production performance (the CT5000UDI achieves 75,000
copies/h, CT5100UDI 80,000 copies/h). The
first press belonging to this series
(CT5000UDI equipped with three towers) is
already in use in production at Mathrubhumi Printing and Publishing in India. Announced already at the beginning of drupa
was the sale of a single-width CT5100UDI
press equipped with 10 tower units to the
HT Media Group (Hindustan Times), also in
India.

manroland web systems
with new operating concept
More than just an impression of the innovative design of the Colorman e:line was provided by the side frame of a printing unit
displayed on the stand. An unusual feature
is especially the material used: plastic instead of metal. The bright contours are not
just an attractive eye-catcher, they can also
take on different colours in order to indicate
a specific press status: in print operation, automatic plate change, maintenance, etc.

But the focus of the manroland web systems presentation was firmly on the operating concept: ControlCenter is a control desk
completely without buttons. It is operated
via a number of different touch screen interfaces: the SlidePad controls ink, water and
register. It is moved back and forth on a rail
below the support surface for the proof
copy (ControlDesk), the displayed areas at
all times correspond to those of the above
page. A large display screen (right) provides
an overview of all components and operating status integrated into the printnetwork
production control system, thus also permitting system direct intuitive control. In addition, there is a MobilePad, the mobile control desk version in the iPad design linked via
WLAN with the central control desk. For example, the operator can take it along if adjustments must be done in the folder superstructure at the time of production
changeover, which is reported to help reduce waste. UnitPad, a portable control, is
obtainable for maintenance jobs and can be
connected to every printing unit.

Nip Control Pressure Indicator

Nip Control measures the cylinder
impression pressure (with the device on
the back right).
Nip Control presented its Pressure Indicator
as a world first. This is a sensor sheet that
can be used to establish the impression
pressure between the blanket and plate cylinders quickly and simply. As soon as the
sheet is drawn into the roller gap, the impression pressure is shown on the display.
Up to now it has only been possible to establish the height of the blanket, which
does not permit any clear conclusions to be
made concerning the impression pressure.

Manugraph M 360
The latest addition to the newspaper press
programme of Manugraph, the Indian press
manufacturer, is the single-width, single-circumference (2/1) M 360 that offers an output of up to 36,000 copies/h.

Left: TKS Color Top 5000UDI. The modern design of the e:line (above) and the
new operating concept of manroland
web systems (below).

Manugraph M 360
© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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tph Orient X-press-50
The Printers House from India showed a
four-high tower consisting of four stacked
units of the single-width Orient series. The
X-Press-50 model can produce up to 50,000
copies/hour.

Q.I. Press Controls’ mRC-3D
With mRC-3D, Q.I. Press Controls featured a
further development of the mRC technology, a “self-cleaning” depth detection camera. In order to avoid manual cleaning of
the camera sensor, QIPC positions an antistatic ink mist shield in front of the camera
that, in the event of soiling, is automatically
renewed from a cartridge (the photo shows
the camera without the cartridge). The IDS
system for ink density control that works
without register marks now also controls
the damping water. M. DuMont Schauberg,
the Cologne-based media group, will be the
first user for the mRC-3D technology.
The new Colorman e:line for the Allgäuer
Zeitungsverlag will be equipped with the
Q.I. Press Controls IDS (all four webs) ink
density control system as well as the mRC+
system for automatic colour and cut-off register control (36 cameras). The first Goss
Colorliner CPS for DC Thomson will be
equipped also with mRC+ control systems
for colour and cut-off register control.

DCOS closed-loop systems
The Swedish DCOS company presented the
DRCS Inspection System that uses 4th generation intelligent scanners for closed-loop
register and density control: CTC4 (colour
register), PTC4 (cut-off register), CRC (colour
density colour register control by the same
device).
The company also provides retrofit services
that include upgrades and reconfigurations
of presses, drives and controls to suit individual customer specifications.
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QuadTech AccuCam and EAE loop
with fountain agent metering

Agfa Advantage N-PL
with pallet loading

The QuadTech ink control and web inspection system that works with AccuCam now
also has the capacity to control fountain
agent metering and therefore ensure a consistent ink/water balance. The AccuCam system is also improving performance at Herold
Druck (Vienna, Austria), and was recently
chosen by the Chicago Tribune Company.

The Advantage N imager is now obtainable
in two new high-speed versions: N-PL HS
and N-TR HS (TR stands for trolley). The
plate supply directly from the pallet (the
photo shows the inside of the N-PL) permits
automatic exposure of up to 6000 plates (2
x 3000 single or 3000 double truck plates)
without reloading. The high-speed models
can expose up to 350 plates per hour.

EAE presented its automatic density control
system loop as well with dampening control
as an additional feature.

Grafikontrol Water Layer Control
Besides the familiar CR colour and cut-off
register systems and the spectrodensito
meter-based Colorscan colour control system, Grafikontrol informed about a newly
developed device for water layer measurement directly on the plate. Measurement is
done by two sensors that detect the water
film on the plate with a precision of 0.2 µm
and control it by the closed-loop process.
Density and fountain agent controls communicate with one another.

Nela OPRC, VCPevolution HS 800
Live demonstrations were given on the Nela
stand of the OPRC (OnPress Register Control) system for cut-off and colour register
control in the press. According to the manufacturer, the high-resolution digital camera,
of which the lens is protected against dust
and that requires almost no maintenance,
detects very small register marks. The system works completely automatically, but the
operator has the possibility to intervene in
the process via a touch screen to define
manual settings as targets for the system.
Launched at drupa was the register punching and bending system for single and double truck plates equipped with video control
positioning. It offers a high throughput of
more than 420 plates per hour. Edge-bending is done in accordance with customer
specifications.

Prozess-free Kodak Sonora News
As a successor to the PF-N, Kodak has
launched a new process-free thermal plate
offering a long print run stability for newspapers. The plate can be run on the press
immediately, without development or rinsing.

TKS JetLeader digital ink-jet press
Live demonstrations were given of the TKS
JetLeader 1500 digital printing solution that,
for example, was used to produce the daily
Wall Street Journal. JetLeader 1500 is a socalled Drop-on-Demand inkjet system that
works with water-based pigment ink and
reaches a printing speed of to 150 m/min
with a resolution of 600 x 600 dpi. After
drupa, the line on display drupa was due to
be supplied to the USA. (the customer was
not named), where it will be used to produce a wide range of different products, including newspapers. An identical press is
scheduled to be run in a one-year test period in Osaka where it will be used to print a
part of the Asia edition of The Wall Street
Journal. To date, the entire print run of The
Wall Street Journal Asia for Japan has been
produced in Tokyo and distributed by air
and rail.
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The automatic register control was
simulated at the Nela stand.

Agfa Advantage N-PL imager with
pallet loading.

tph’s Orient X-press-50.

Nela’s VCPevolution HS 800.

QIPC’s mRC-3D camera.

DCOS’ closed-loop density control
system CRC.

TKS JetLeader 1500 digital ink-jet press.
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Océ ColorStream 3700
Live demonstrations were given on the Océ
(Canon) stand of the newly developed
ColorStream 3700 digital printing system,
with complete finishing (from Horizon). The
Twin Series model works with the Piezo ink
jet process in which the droplet size can be
varied, thus ensuring more consistent colour
gradations. ColorStream permits the use of
waterbased dye inks that are lower cost
than pigment inks. A special technology
protects the CMY printing heads from drying if production is being done temporarily
in black only. The production speed is given
as 100 m/min.
Not shown was the newly-developed Océ
JetStream 4300 that offers a throughput of
200 m/min. Two such machines will be used
by Rivet Presse Edition in France to produce
national and regional daily newspapers as
well as editions of foreign newspapers.

Fujifilm JetPress W
With the Fujifilm compact JetPress W, the
web is turned in the printing system to print
the reverse side. The resolution is at present
600 x 600 dpi (a version with 1200 x 1200
dpi is reported to be under preparation).
The system uses Fujifilm’s own inks (Vividía)

X-Rite eXact and i1Pro2
Shown for the first time on the X-Rite stand
was the prototype of the eXact spectrophotometer. The instrument incorporates the
latest touch-and-swipe navigation technology and intuitive software to make colour
measurements quick and easy for pressroom
personnel, including ways to monitor and
control colour the new and emerging ISO
standards. The eXact spectrophotometer
will be available in September.
i1Pro 2 colour management solutions including the newly enhanced i1Pro 2 spectrophotometer that provides an even higher
level of accuracy, versatility, ergonomics,
functionality and value than i1 Pro. Combined with recently released i1Profiler software v1.3, the new i1Pro 2 portfolio meets
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the unique needs of prepress, digital printing and photography imaging professionals.

Techkon SpectroDens Premium
Technkon features a more compact design
and improved ergonomics. It has a new
high resolution colour display and a redesign of the optical geometry that means a
more homogeneous illumination of the
measurement area. The result is a more accurate measurement, particularly on coarse
surfaces. Also incorporated into the redesigned model is a button-activated polarisation filter. The light source can be either
tungsten or LED. Colour is measured and
shown on the display so that understanding
CIE L*a*b* values is now easier than ever
before. Using the latest LED technology, the
instrument can provide D50 illumination for
accurate evaluation of optical brightening
agents and fulfills the M0-M3 measuring
conditions in accordance with ISO 13655.
Lifetime of the new LED illumination is
nearly unlimited. The instrument can be
connected to a WLAN network to send information via wireless data transmission to
the computer or, alternatively, through a
hardwired USB connection.

Elpical picture processing service
Elpical Organic Imaging brings high quality
image enhancement to a wide range of
small-scale users. The new business model
gives photographers, freelancers, designers
and design agencies access to Elpical’s proficient Automatic Image Processing (AIP) software. The “organic” software concept is to
support the publisher’s or the user’s preference for: skin tones, natural green and blue
colours as well as the ability to adjust to the
style and appeal of the magazine, without
stifling creativity.
The AIP technology is based on the mature
Claro Premedia technology but as a pay-peruse model. The software is download for
free, and after a test of up to 250 images,
the user pays between 10 to 15 euro cents
per image with a maximum of 5000 images
per month.

Organic Imaging is not “cloud-based” but a
desktop-based operation as AIP calls for significant computer processing power and file
sizes tend to be large, particularly in commercial magazine publishing. Cost savings
using AIP are typically five minutes per
image, which means 5 to 10 euro cents per
image, so that a rapid return on investment
can be expected.

Müller Martini FlexLiner, FlexPack
Shown for the first time was the new FlexLiner inserting system. The system’s insert
gathering line can be equipped with up to
30 stations, permitting processing of up to
three (different) products simultaneously.
According to the manufacturer, this offers
new possibilities for product assembly. For
example, up to two inserts can be added to
a main product FlexAd). By means of the
Co-Mailing process, up to three different titles can be collected for distribution together. The system satisfies the demands for
distinction by distribution zones, while allowing the combination of a large number
of different inserts and preprints. The inserting wheel can be observed through a glass
front and is easily accessible for maintenance. Flexliner can process different formats and offers automatic format changeover. The Müller Martini Mailroom Production
Control (MPC) coordinates the feeder allocation on the FlexLiner and assists the operating personnel in ensuring that the products are assembled correctly.
The second new product is FlexPack, a compact bundling and wrapping line developed
for processing highly regionalised products
with many inserts. FlexPack combines a
number of functions in one machine: careful
bundle building, bottom sheet and top
sheet (including addressing) feeding and
bundle strapping with two parallel plastic
tapes in a single pass – all done in a very
confined space.
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Live production on the Océ ColorStream
3700 at drupa.

World premiere at drupa for the FlexLiner inserting line from Müller Martini.

Techkon SpectroDens Premium.

The FlexPack multi-talent.

eXact, the new measurement device
from X-Rite.

The Fujifilm JetPress W digital press.
© 2013, WAN-IFRA
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The functionality of the Ferag MiniSert inserting line was shown on a large-sized
monitor. The finished product was promised for the newspaper trade fair in October.

TapeFix ...

... and Accraply from Ferag.

Affeldt Uni 25

Ferag MiniSert, TapeFix, Accraply

Affeldt Uni 25

Further product information

Ferag presented new, low-cost products designed to allow even smaller newspapers to
take the step from manual to machine inserting, and therefore increase their performance and cut costs. This is how the new
Ferag MiniSert inserting solution will look
(photo): An animated feature shown on the
big screen illustrated how the system will be
constructed and operate. It was hoped to
have the finished product ready in time for
the World Publishing Expo in Frankfurt at
the end of October (editor’s note: it worked
out as planned: see page 40).

The new Affeldt 50 Uni 25 automatic filmwrapping system offers a performance of
50 bundles per minute and works with a
servo-controlled sealing system, without
bundle stop.

For further information concerning the
products described in this article, as well as
other products presented at drupa especially
for the newspaper industry, visit our website: [www.wan-ifra.org/topics/newspaperproduction]

Live demonstrations were given on the
Ferag stand of an inserting and finishing line
that, besides familiar aggregates, also included two new additional modules: With
TapeFix (a module positioned at the infeed
to the EasySert), assembled inserts are held
together by adhesive strips before being inserted into a newspaper copy. With the Accraply application module (from the WRH
Marketing JobFolio range) that can be integrated before the infeed to the JobStack 90
compensating stacker, MemoStick advertising messages can be simply applied offline
to newspapers.
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Rima System RS 36S
The stacker/compensating stacker is suitable
for processing newspapers and commercial
products in high volumes and different
product thicknesses (from four to 96 pages).
The products are pre-gathered by two alternating sets of squeeze rollers, lowered with
care and transferred to the turntable. Photocells monitor the bundle height, so that the
product drop is kept to a minimum. A press
ensures that the air between the products
can escape and stable bundles are produced. The stacker can be integrated into
the Rima System Job Optimizer software.
The Postpress Management System controls
bundle production by distribution and delivery routes, with the customer data supplied
by the production management system.
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Software and hardware
for efficiency and quality
Once again, World Publishing Expo 2012 proved to be
a focal point for the newspaper publishing industry.
Demonstrations of the latest technology and trends
in the industry, especially
those relating to either
helping publishers make
money or save costs, played
a central role on most
stands.
Increase efficiency, optimise production processes, save costs – these are the main
trends in all areas of newspaper production.
Responsibility for the environment is becoming an increasingly important consideration
in plate production.
An elegant solution for job management is
to integrate customers into the production
workflow of newspaper printing plants via a
web-based interface. This has advantages
both for the customer who gains control
over his order and for the printing plant, as
it greatly reduces the amount of administrative work.
The ppi Media OM portal web application
organises and visualises job planning and
production for printing customers. With this
application, the customer obtains the finished print product after four steps: place
the order; upload the PDFs; softproof and
give “OK to print.” Some processes run in
the background, e.g. verifying and standardising the uploaded data on the basis of
defined profiles. The media companies
Schwäbisch Media (Schwäbische Zeitung)
and Lippischer Zeitungsverlag (Lippische
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Landes-Zeitung) in Germany decided in favour of this solution and placed corresponding orders with ppi Media at the World Publishing Expo.
Agfa Graphics’ Arkitex Portal acts as a portal
to the Arkitex workflow system that allows
customers to upload job data. It monitors
data reception, coordinates processing and
informs the customer in the event of error in
real time. Softproofing and “OK to print”
allow the customer to retain control over his
job. All standard data formats and transmission protocols are supported. An advantage
is the clear separation of internal and external print jobs as well as the production-
oriented job management that is aimed at
increasing the efficiency of the printing
operations.

New ProImage launched a software
product called Niko Meter: an intelligent software that supervises plate
production, visualises the production
status of each plate in a speedometertype display and warns personnel of
possible production delays by changing
colour (from green to red).

New ProImage now also offers a portal for
its NewsWay workflow system that allows
customers to upload data directly into the
planned edition.
With Agora 2.0, U Market Mobile presented
a new self-service tool for automating the
management of cross-media marketing and
advertising that is used by the advertising
customer and thus relieves the publishing
house from administrative tasks.
Enfocus, with Switch 1 and PitStop Server
11, offers the automation of various work
steps in the production process that have
been carried out manually up to now. This is
intended to accelerate the workflow and
avoid errors. New products from JJK for
cross-media sales (JJKeMedia), copy processing (JJKsPDF) and the digital correction
workflow (JJKeasyflow) are designed also to
increase the efficiency of the processes.

The new Kodak Intelligent Prepress
Manager 2.0 permits the monitoring
and control of digital platemaking from
any location, a feature that is aimed at
increasing efficiency and profitability.
A new app permits the systems to be
managed simply via smartphone.
Agfa also informed about two new software solutions designed to benefit printing
quality: VeriPress for Arkitex is a proofing solution intended for use in the press room.
With this solution, press-ready bitmap files
are verified at the press of a button and colour-matched screen proofs produced. Arkitex PressRegister has been created to help
older presses to achieve better printed results by means of the automatic correction
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of the TIFF exposure data. Likewise, New
ProImage presented its NewsWay Press
Register, a new software solution that offers
the possibility to significantly reduce misregister on a web caused by paper stretch.

New products for the prepress area:
plates, imagers and more
Reducing the use of chemicals in platemaking is an effective possibility for a printing

Toray used numerous printed samples
to demonstrate the level of quality that
can be attained with waterless technology and high-quality consumables.

Stefan Beke-Bramkamp, Director Sales
& Marketing at Krause-Biagosch, explained the company’s high-speed
LS Jet imager with Power Loader.

operation to improve its environmental balance sheet, while at the same time lower
costs. Kodak, Fujifilm and Toray have all
added new, environment-friendly plates to
their offerings. Agfa Graphics and KrauseBiagosch presented their latest imagers.
The Fujifilm Brillia PRO-VN plates are reported to rank among the plates with the
lowest chemical consumption values in the
industry. This plate programme now includes a new, more robust addition, i.e. the
Brillia PRO-VN2. This violet-sensitive plate,
for which a print run stability of up to
300,000 impressions is claimed, represents
the next generation of Fujifilm low-chemistry plates. Brillia PRO-VN2 aluminium plate
offers a high chemical resistance, thus making it suitable for use under a wide range of
different production conditions.
Another new newspaper plate – though
one that the manufacturer claims is based
on proven technology – is the Kodak process-free Sonora News thermal plate. It is intended to allow the user a more environment-friendly, lower-cost production by
totally eliminating the development step
and accompanying chemistry. When imaging is done in the Kodak Generation News
plate imager, a throughput of up to 240
plates per hour is reached. Another new
Kodak plate for newspaper applications is
the ThermalNews PT. The fact that it requires neither pre-heating nor pre-rinsing
means that it offers significant potential savings in relation to power, water and print
lead time. The manufacturer also claims that
less chemistry is used for developing this
plate than for violet-sensitive plates.
Toray informed about the economic, ecological and qualitative properties of its new
MX10 waterless plate and had various
printed samples produced with this plate to
show to visitors: fashion brochures produced on improved paper (printed at the
Eco Print Center in Belgium) as well as
coated coldset products (printed at
Freiburger Druck).

More than 400 plates per hour
Plate imagers and processors are becoming
increasingly faster: today’s fastest systems
achieve an output of more than 400 plates
per hour. The important features continue
to include the capacity to process several
formats and have online access to large
volumes of plates so that production can be
largely automatic.
Krause-Biagosch presented the high-speed
LS Jet with Power Loader. The imager can
be upgraded from the low-priced basic
model with direct access to up to 1,000
plates (trolley) to the highly-automated
multi-format imager with Power Loader and
access to up to 6,000 plates (pallet). Loading by lift truck is also possible. Imaging performance is 400 plates per hour.
On show on the Dotline stand was the
familiar VMAX 400 imager in combination
with the Haase 0E71 developing system.
This combination achieves a processing performance of 420 plates per hour. The
newly-developed VMAX Doubleloader permits the automatic supply of plates with as
many as four different formats and up to
2,000 plates at ready disposal.
Agfa Graphics provided information about,
though regrettably did not show, the new
Advantage N HS high-speed plate imager
for newspaper printing plants, offered in the
PL (pallet-loading) and TR (trolley-loading)
versions. Both models work at speeds of up
to 350 plates per hour.
With its throughput of more than 420
plates per hour, Nela’s new VCPevolution HS
800 register punching and bending system
can match the performance of the fastest
imagers available on the market.
Barenschee informed about the newly-developed VSAK Vario video-controlled punching and bending system. The fully-automatic
system can be used to produce plates of
different formats.

The new Haase 0E71 developing system
was shown in combination with a Dotline VMAX imager.
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Cost savings still tops most agendas
Print production needs lowcost, flexible equipment
and innovative solutions.
The manufacturers demonstrated that they have
understood these demands
at World Publishing Expo.
Touchscreens are becoming
increasingly commonplace
in the area of press and process control. Again, retrofitting is becoming a standard
offer in their programme.
Although no presses were shown at the exhibition (which would be difficult to justify
for a three-day event), the many new newspaper presses launched on to the market
during the past 12 months provided lots of
material for discussion, so that the stands of
all major press manufacturers attracted large
numbers of visitors.

commercial press equipped with a hot-air
dryer for producing commercial-type print
objects. Four additional Commander CL
presses are scheduled for delivery to Germany (Zeitungsverlag Oberbayern, Oberbayerisches Volksblatt, Westfalen-Blatt, Ansbach Fränkische Landeszeitung) and one to
the United States (the Times Union in
Albany, New York).
It was also intimated that an announcement
would soon be made concerning a new
order placed for a Cortina (with dryer) “for
a customer in Europe“ (few orders had been
placed for the waterless compact press since
the introduction of the Commander CT).
Interestingly, KBA said it registered a lot of
interest from newspapers for its newly developed RotaJet digital press, which was
shown at drupa but not originally designed
for the newspaper market. However, in
cases where a business model is built
around hybrid operation and utilisation of
the press capacities for newspapers as well
as other print products then, according to
KBA, the ink-jet press would be suitable also
for this task.

onstrations were given of the One Touch
operating concept with touchscreen control
desk, including SlidePad and MobilPad. It
was announced in Frankfurt that Athesia
Druck in Bozen will be the first manroland
customer to use the One Touch operating
system in conjunction with its new Colorman XXL (production start-up: beginning
2013).

Wifag shows off S-Line
The Swiss Maschinenfabrik Wifag availed of
the occasion to present its new S-Line press
series concept. Special features include a
modular design, compactness, a standard
high level of automation and last but not
least, a moderate price. Wifag CEO Jorgen
Karlsson says: “The S‘ in S-Line stands for
‘smart’ and not for ‘simple‘; it is not a simple press, rather a fully automated press.“

Two new presses from Goss
This year Goss International introduced two
new newspaper presses: the compact Colorliner CPS, available optionally with semi-
automatic or automatic plate change, and
the single-width, single-circumference Magnum HPS that was developed especially for
markets such as the Near East, Asia and Africa. Rick Nichols, the new CEO of Goss International, used the Expo as the opportunity to present himself to the international
newspaper industry and communicate his
plans for the company.

Interest in KBA Commander CL,
Cortina and new RotaJet
Commander CL is KBA’s latest model for
newspaper production and already orders
have been received from six future users.
The most recent order was placed in October by Guiyang Daily in China for a semi© 2013, WAN-IFRA

manroland’s e:line,
Cromoman and One Touch
The first manroland web systems Colorman
e:line press is scheduled to start production
at Germany’s Allgäuer Zeitungsverlag in the
near future. manroland emphasises that its
modular design allows upgrading and retrofitting, thereby making the press “futureproof.“ manroland also featured the new
Cromoman 4-1 that was developed especially for conditions in India, but naturally
not offered exclusively for the Indian market. A special feature of this press is its absence of sensitiveness towards power fluctuations. The press is already in production in
Pune (Times of India) and a second line has
been sold to Ahmedabad (India). Live dem-

For many exhibitors, the World Publishing Expo 2012 in Frankfurt was an ideal
opportunity to talk to their clients and
potential clients but also a good show
business-wise.
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The aim was to avoid making any compromises in regard to functionality. Important
factors here were proprietary automation
solutions for colour and cut-off register as
well as colour density, own press and process control – mature developments that
could be turned to. Wifag says the press,
built with a printing tower height less than
5 m, could be installed in standard industrial
buildings.

Innovative finishing solutions
For the finishing sector, many products were
shown featuring low-cost, practical solutions as well as genuine added value.
Compact, powerful and efficient – such
were the attributes claimed for the new
Ferag MiniSert inserting line, demonstrated
live in Frankfurt for the first time at a major
exhibition. It is designed to allow newspapers, whose inserting business has grown to
such an extent that it can be managed only
by having high machine manning levels, to
go from manual to mechanical inserting.
The inserting line can be configured with up
to six hopper feeders. Depending on the insert product concerned, one operator can
supply either one or two hopper feeders.
According to the manufacturer, the low-cost
line can be installed and made ready for
production within one week. Ferag says it
features a throughput of 20,000 copies per
hour.
WRH Marketing, a subsidiary of Ferag, presented DisaPeel, a new type of sealing process for advertising material that holds together single pages of print products by
applying a thin layer of a special glue that
then surrenders its adhesiveness after the
pages are separated. A new feature is the
possibility to attach original scent samples to
the front pages of newspapers by using the
MemoStick process. The product is called
MemoScent and is offered as a comprehensive service package by the Swiss Valecom
company, which creates special advertising
forms.
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Müller Martini explained to visitors how they
could use the new FlexLiner inserting system
to create attractive products and thus stand
out from the competition. The FlexAd concept of selective main product supply (from
three hopper feeders) was demonstrated at
Expo. With the additional integration of a
coupon sticker it is possible to not just position but also affix an insert on a newspaper,
something that is guaranteed to catch the
user’s attention.
FlexLiner was demonstrated in combination
with the also new FlexPack bundling system.
The compact system combines the processing steps of stacking, undersheet feeding,
undersheet addressing, top sheet printing
and application, bundle strapping.
Schneider & Ozga demonstrated its new,
automatic FM 01 film-wrapping machine
equipped with touchscreen control. The machine, which can process up to 30 bundles
per minute, uses film to protect the newspaper bundle but does not seal it, which saves
energy. Mosca showed the new RO-M
Fusion strapping machine that is described
as a high-quality, entry-level system offered
at an attractive price.
The Swedish mailroom equipment manufacturer, Schur, used the occasion to invite interested customers to visit its reference customer plant, Druckzentrum Rhein Main in
Rüsselsheim, to inspect its mailroom installation in production.

Keep production under control
Besides processing machines, planning and
data handling are becoming increasingly important also in the mailing and distribution
area. Accordingly, EAE, with V.I.P. Mail, offers the possibility to efficiently manage the
task of planning for the growing volumes of
inserts in printing operations.

integration of MPC, the newspaper mailroom control system, and Connex, the data
and process management system.
With MPS DistributionDataPlanner, ABB
market-launched a system for importing, recording and processing distribution data for
managing the production of external products and was able to report receiving the
first order from Druckzentrum Rhein Main
during the exhibition. Included in the equipment to be supplied is also the MPS
DeliveryPlanner for organising the transport
and logistics of all orders after finishing.

Retrofitting and service –
new components in offerings
of many manufacturers
Many equipment manufacturers now highlight retrofitting, conversion and maintenance as important new components in
their current offering. Such measures permit
users to maximise the potential of their existing equipment and put back investments
in new equipment. In this area, cooperation
agreements between specialised partners
were also announced. Thus with its Print
House Service, KBA is extending its offering
for maintenance, plant management and
retrofitting to include other manufacturers’
equipment. Wifag informed about its partnership with GAMAG AG in Berne that
wishes to cooperate with Wifag on a global
scale in the areas of web press modernising,
converting and retrofitting.
Automatic control systems are frequently
retrofit to raise the level of printing quality
and ensure its consistency. Many suppliers
of such systems were represented in Frankfurt, e.g. Q.I. Press Controls, QuadTech, EAE,
Nela, DCOS, Grafikontrol and 3TControl
Precision Systems.

The Müller Martini Connex.Info monitoring
solution for data management in the newspaper mailroom was shown for the first
time. Connex.Info replaces the StatisticModule in the MPC family and is, as the manufacturer emphasises, a first step towards the
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The new manroland operating concept
with touchscreen ControlCenter.

The MiniSert inserting line equipped
with six inserting stations was the main
attraction on the Ferag stand.

The printing head of the new Océ/
manroland digital printing line for short
newspaper production runs was on
display on the manroland stand.

DisaPeel, the invisible seal for advertising material – a WRH Marketing
innovation.

Müller Martini demonstrated the
new Connex.Info monitoring system
for data management in the newspaper mailroom.

ABB also showed a new touchscreen
control desk.

The new FlexLiner (foreground) and FlexPack products on the Müller Martini stand,
combined with the control desk, constituted a complete mailroom operation for
newspapers.

OLIS, the new distribution control
system of HUP. The photo shows the
manager‘s overview (monitor) and the
driver view on the mobile.
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